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Doric Table(Brown)
Doric Table(Light grey)

The Doric inspiration come from the Greek classical columns. Designer Chen 
Wei combined the elements of ancient Greek architecture design with modern 
furniture technology, using the bend steeled plate bending process to create an 
abstract concise polyhedral shape the column, this is stylist in the exploration 
of light and angle. Doric takes on a completely different shape of different 
angles, and the semi-enclosed multiple facades guide the direction of light in 
the space. The soft light，dark transition and the abrupt turning of the corner 
form a strong contrast of light and shadow. 

DORIC TABLE
design by Carlos Chen  

Doric Table(Brown)
 Doric Table(Light grey)
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A set of two height s ize, placed 
together to form the collocation of 
strewn at random discretion. It creates 
a dilapidated atmosphere in the ruins 
of the Greek necropolis. Tall mesa can 
extend into the sitting area of sofa, 
need not get up to be able to put the 
thing such as mobile phone or TV 
control there. The low style platform is 
large, steady and honest, which can 
be used as the main tea table.

On the choice of color and the surface 
material, fine sanded grain surface treatment 
to simulate the Greek marble texture image. 
Gray white makes the vision more comforts, 
also accord with the image characteristic of 
marble. Dark brown is more historical. High 
and low collocation, contrast and harmony 
are unified with each other, elegant and 
lasting.

 Doric Table(Light grey)

 Doric Table(Brown)
Doric Table(Light grey)

STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS IN-STOCK OPTIONS

Brown

MADE-TO-ORDER
No options of Doric Table is made-to-order.

Doric Table are fixed color options , the short one in light 
grey and  the tall one in brown.

Light grey 

Doric Table / L
NAME

DOR-TB-01
TYPE

W320  D220  H506
SIZE

MATERIAL

PROCCESS

Surface treatment with spray powder 
epoxy polyester powder 

3mm thickness cold rolled steel plate

Doric Table / S
NAME

DOR-TB-02
TYPE

W490  D340  H366
SIZE

MATERIAL

PROCCESS

Surface treatment with spray powder 
epoxy polyester powder costting

3mm thickness cold rolled steel plate
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